A Brief Introduction to FOSTA-SESTA
Dedicated to all the amazing sex workers and queer/trans*/gnc folx past, present, and future

Sex work is work! Support your local sex worker rights efforts

Additional Resources

- Melissa Gira Grant - Amazing writings on sex worker rights
- SWOP, COYOTE, SWEAT, PACE Society, and other sex worker rights projects (Global Network of Sex Worker Projects http://www.nswp.org/)
- Woodhull Foundation - https://www.woodhullfoundation.org/fosta
- On Twitter (not comprehensive):
  - Liara Roux @LiaraRoux
  - Lorelei Lee @MissLoreleiLee
  - Kate @KateDAdamo
  - Melissa Gira Grant @melissagira
  - M. Mayhem @MsMaggieMayhem
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Right now, in the US, there is a new bill that's been introduced by the same people behind FOSTA to expand the Patriot Act and cut off access to financial institutions under the guise of sex trafficking: HR 6729 "Empowering Financial Institutions to Fight Human Trafficking Act". This bill would not only harm sex workers and their ability to earn money, but also degrade privacy protections.

Even though FOSTA is a US bill, its effects have been global due to restrictions on Skype and other platforms. We urgently need to decentralize internet services and platforms to ensure that attacks on digital rights in a single country don't continue to affect digital rights globally.

Finally, give direct financial support to sex workers, sex worker rights organizations, and other marginalized communities. Donate to the legal funds for Woodhull et al, fight for prison abolition, support sex worker decriminalization efforts (this also is a good way to fight sex trafficking!), learn about consent and fight against rape culture!

No bad whores, only bad laws

In 2017, two bills were introduced in the US that attacked sex worker rights and digital rights. FOSTA, introduced to the House of Representatives, and SESTA, introduced to the Senate. These bills, which affected a technical law protecting technology platforms and service providers, were met with resistance from sex workers, sex trafficking survivors and digital rights organizations, who largely did not center the folx directly affected—sex workers.

**WHAT IS FOSTA-SESTA**

FOSTA, also known as FOSTA—SESTA or SESTA, is the short name for the US bill HR 1865 (Allow States and Victims to Fight Online Trafficking Act of 2017) and is also known as the Anti-Backpage Bill. It arose as a direct response to the Supreme Court's Jan 2017 decision that Backpage was protected against a lawsuit by Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act (CDA). Section 230 of the CDA protects technology platforms and services from liability that comes from content provided by 3rd parties (also known as intermediary liability).

It is important to note that Section 230 of the CDA does not protect platforms and service providers from criminal charges. Section 230 of the CDA fundamentally protects platforms against litigation of defamation, libel, and other liabilities from content that is put up by their users. If the platform or service provider does something criminal, Section 230 does not protect them.
After the Supreme Court ruling, US lawmakers introduced FOSTA-SESTA to remove that protection. Both bills, which were later combined, explicitly mentioned that Section 230 of the CDA was never meant to protect "websites that unlawfully promote and facilitate prostitution and websites that facilitate traffickers in advertising the sale of unlawful sex acts with sex trafficking victims."

The law does more than simply remove protection against civil liability from 3rd parties on platforms. It creates criminal liability for technology platforms and service providers and allows state attorney generals to file lawsuits.

**Implications of FOSTA**

As you might have picked up, FOSTA conflates all sex work as sex trafficking. So technology platform or service that supports sex workers can be held criminally liable under FOSTA. This means that sex workers have lost important harm reduction resources, such as sites to discuss bad/dangerous clients or share safety information.

The language of Section 230 of the CDA refers to "interactive computer service" to reference websites. However, the definition is broad and can include mobile applications and potentially even internet service providers, who have largely been ignored in the conversation so far.

In October 2018, the DC District Court ruled in favor of dismissal largely agreeing with the defense's argument that the plaintiffs lacked standing. Woodhill et al filed an appeal to the DC Circuit Court, which is where the lawsuit currently stands.

**What happens Now?**

It's safe to assume that the self-censorship from major platforms will remain even if FOSTA is repealed. This is actually one of the arguments that the DC District Court ruling made in reference to the preliminary injunction. But a repeal of FOSTA is still something we need to fight and advocate for, especially because a repeal of FOSTA can allow new platforms, services, and resources (re-)emerge.

While we are waiting for the FOSTA lawsuit to be fought, we should start thinking about what to do in the case that FOSTA is not repealed. Technologists need to consider what the implications of their design decisions are and ensure that their marginalized users are protected against laws like FOSTA.

Support efforts like Open Privacy (Disclosure: I'm on the board of the organization) that are working to build platforms and technology that is privacy preserving for sex workers and other marginalized groups.

Support sex worker rights and the rights of marginalized communities! Surveillance and policing technology are often refined and tested on marginalized communities. By supporting their rights you are also supporting your rights.
17% after Craigslist hosted personals in the cities included in the study. They conclude that this drop is due to online erotic services like Craigslist.

In addition to this decrease in the murder of women, online erotic services were an important resource for both law enforcement and social workers working with sex trafficking survivors. The Department of Justice even wrote to Congress in Feb 2017 and noted that FOSTA would make it more difficult to prosecute sex traffickers. Sex trafficking survivors and organizations also opposed FOSTA because of the increased difficulty to support their clients and sex trafficking survivors.

Lawsuit Against FOSTA

After FOSTA was signed into law, it was expected that a lawsuit would be brought against it—in the Department of Justice’s letter to Congress they even noted the concern that it was unconstitutional.

On June 28, 2018, a lawsuit against FOSTA as unconstitutional was filed (Woodhull et al v. USA) as well as a motion for a preliminary injunction to immediately stop the enforcement of FOSTA. In response, the defense filed a motion to dismiss the lawsuit on the grounds of lack of jurisdiction (i.e., the law doesn’t affect the plaintiffs).

Since FOSTA is a US law, there are limits in the jurisdiction of where FOSTA will apply. It is clear that any technology platform or service based in the US is within jurisdiction. Less obvious is that this includes any website registered with a domain name that is managed in/by the US—this means that all .com domains are within FOSTA’s jurisdiction.

However, FOSTA could potentially apply to platforms outside of the US; the FBI was able to seize the Backpage.ca, a Canadian domain, through their investigation of criminal charges against the website (this was done before FOSTA was signed into law and an example that FOSTA is not necessary for criminal liability towards platforms). It is unclear how the US legal system and law enforcement will handle non-US based platforms and services.

One of the difficulties to understanding the legal implications of FOSTA is that its scope will likely be determined in the first lawsuits under the law. At this point, only one lawsuit has been brought under FOSTA: Jane Doe v. Facebook et al.

A group of sex worker and digital rights organizations have filed a lawsuit against the US for FOSTA being an unconstitutional law. This is discussed more below.
Internet Censorship due to FOSTA

Even though no criminal charges have been brought under FOSTA, it has already had major impact due to platform self-censorship. Some of what has happened is:

- Craigslist took down their personals globally. It initially was only in the US, but all personals were removed a few months later.
- Reddit took down sex worker subreddits that were used for sharing harm reduction resources.
- Different sites sex workers used for advertising or selling cam sessions were taken down or changed terms of service to explicitly ban transactions.
- Various websites updated their terms of service to ban "erotic"/"explicit"/"sexual"/"pornographic" content.
- WordPress.com and other website hosts started taking down sex worker related websites.

Prior to FOSTA passing, some websites were already implementing changes:

- Google Drive was automating scans and removing videos that were "explicit". There were reports of this happening for paid accounts as well as "free" accounts.
- Patreon updated their terms of service after FOSTA & Sesta were introduced as bills. It is suspected the terms of service change was due to FOSTA.

Real World Effects of FOSTA

FOSTA is already having drastic impacts on sex workers around the globe—it isn’t just a US problem. Since sex workers aren’t a monolithic group, the effects vary based on other forms of oppressions, such as access to technology, gender identity, and race. There are even sex workers I have worked with that haven’t had access to the online harm reduction resources since before FOSTA; they’ve still been affected.

Due to the internet censorship, harm reduction resources and platforms used by sex workers disappeared over night. Among the effects are that it has made it more difficult to share information and safety tips, taken away economic opportunities for sex workers, and created barriers to connecting with community and services.

FOSTA is putting sex workers lives at risk. It is disproportionately affecting marginalized folks, such as black trans* women. It cuts sex trafficking survivors, the people the bill supposedly protects, off from crucial services and support from social workers. It prioritizes and shifts power to clients, pimps, and traffickers.

Despite street-based sex worker being much riskier, there has been an increase in street-based work post-FOSTA. In 2017, a study authored by West Virginia University and Baylor University found that the rate of women murdered dropped by